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Aerosol mixing state revealed by transmission electron
microscopy pertaining to cloud formation and human airway
deposition
Joseph Ching 1, Kouji Adachi1, Yuji Zaizen1, Yasuhito Igarashi2,4 and Mizuo Kajino 1,3

Aerosol mixing state is one of the most important factors determining the impacts of aerosol particles on aerosol-cloud-climate
interactions and human health. The size, composition, and morphology of about 32,000 single particles are analyzed using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to evaluate per-particle mixing state. Based on the TEM analysis, we quantify aerosol
mixing state and examine the impacts of per-particle mixing state on cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) properties and particle
deposition efficiency along the human respiratory tract. Assuming homogeneous chemical composition across the aerosol
population, a common practice in many global and regional models to various extents, we show that such simplification of mixing
state representation could potentially lead to remarkable errors, a maximum of about 90% and 35%, in CCN concentrations and
deposition efficiency calculations respectively. Our results from ambient per-particle observations highlight the importance of
considering aerosol mixing state in both air quality models and climate models.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol particles play multiple important roles in the atmosphere.
From the climate aspect, they can act as cloud condensation
nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN) and scatter and absorb solar and
terrestrial radiation, resulting in changing the Earth energy budget
directly and indirectly.1–5 From the human health aspect,
particulate matters from local emission, regional scale and long-
range transport deteriorate air quality6,7 and are blamed for
increasing incidence of cardiovascular diseases and mortality
rate.8–10 These impacts depend on the aerosol physicochemical
properties, which require detailed studies (i) to reduce the
uncertainty in aerosol-cloud-climate interactions, one of the
largest uncertainties in climate projection;5,11 and (ii) to under-
stand the various aerosol impacts on human health.12–14

Numerous studies of laboratory experiments, field observations,
and model simulations have examined aerosols to understand
their fundamental properties, atmospheric transformation and
impacts on climate and human health.
In recent decades, representations of aerosol physicochemical

properties in regional and global models have been improved.15–23

Nevertheless, due to computational constraint, these model
representations have been unavoidably simplified to certain
degrees and may lead to erroneous calculations of climate-
relevant quantities to various extents. On the other hand, more
explicit representations of aerosol physicochemical properties and
simulations of aerosol atmospheric processing have been
conducted in process level modeling frameworks24–30 to evaluate
the impacts of aerosols on climate-relevant quantities. Curtis
et al.,31 developed particle-resolved aerosol representation in
single column mode of WRF-Chem meteorology-chemistry

coupled model to simulate vertical distribution of mixing state.
Recently, Ching and Kajino14 evaluated the mixing state impact on
particle deposition efficiency in the human respiratory tract by
developing particle-resolved deposition model.
Regarding measurement techniques, with advancements of

single particle analysis instrumentations in recent decades, such as
single particle mass spectrometry, scanning transmission X-ray
microscopy (STXM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atmospheric aerosol is
examined in detail at an individual particle level.32–38 These
studies are summarized in Supplementary TC 1. Most of the
previous single particle studies categorized aerosol populations
into groups by using statistical methods based on dominant
chemical compositions and/or by attributing to emission sources
and atmospheric transports. More than those, single particle
measurements could contribute to the research about aerosol
impacts on air quality and climate system. Figure 1 shows how
TEM could play a role in the air quality and regional climate
research following measurement-to-modeling approach. In terms
of climate relevancy, aerosol physicochemical properties deter-
mine how particles (i) aid cloud droplets formation, (ii) interact
with solar radiation and terrestrial radiation (not shown in Fig. 1);
and in terms of air-quality relevancy, how efficiently particles (i)
deposit along the human airway after inhalation and (ii) interact
with human cells, and the associated toxicity (not shown in Fig. 1).
With per-particle physicochemical properties provided by TEM,
regional climate and air quality models can be evaluated and
further developed to enhance predictive understanding of these
aerosol impacts.
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TEM measures a number of physicochemical properties
including particle size, morphology, chemical composition, crystal-
linity, thermal volatility, and mixing state. This study focuses on
aerosol mixing state and on its impacts for cloud droplet
formation and deposition efficiency in human airway and takes
the first step in the measurement-to-modeling approach. The
current study is based on TEM analyzed aerosol properties,
endeavors to characterize aerosol mixing state quantitatively by
applying the mixing state index39 and compute mixing-state-
dependent CCN properties and deposition efficiency in the human
respiratory tract after inhalation. In this study, we use composi-
tions and sizes of about 32,000 aerosol particles measured using
TEM, most of which have been analyzed in previous studies and
are saved in our publicly accessible aerosol database (http://
metemadb.kir.jp/). These aerosol samples were collected in three
different locations of urban, mountain and rural environment in
Japan. Other techniques, for example aerosol mass spectrometry
(AMS) and hygroscopic tandem differential mobility analyzer
(HTDMA), work better for specific measurements such as aerosol
composition and hygroscopicity, respectively than TEM. The
advantages of TEM are that it can analyze or evaluate these
properties all together at individual particle level, which are useful
for multiple environmental issues such as climate change, air
quality, and human health. Although the TEM technique has
limitations such as off-line analysis, limited measurements for
volatile materials, and sampling sub-100 nm particles, it still
provides unique information especially on mixing state of particles
including sulfate, sea salt, organic, and refractory materials. By
using archived data from several studies and campaigns, we are
able to obtain a large number of individual particles information

for the purpose of this study. This study aims to (i) present
physicochemical properties of single particles analyzed by TEM; (ii)
characterize aerosol mixing state by applying mixing state index;
and (iii) examine the impact of mixing state on climate-relevant
CCN properties and particles deposition efficiencies in the human
respiratory tract.

RESULTS
Characterizing aerosol physicochemical properties
Figure 2a, b shows the particle size and shape factor
distributions, respectively, in the urban, mountain, and rural
samples. In the urban and mountain samples, most particles are
of equivalent circular diameter (ECD) between 100 and 300 nm,
while in rural samples, they are between 300 and 400 nm. The
size distribution reflects the result of superposition of atmo-
spheric processes including emission, deposition, coagulation
among particles and condensation of gaseous species. In all the
three locations, their shape factors are between 1 and 1.5,
suggesting that most particles are neither spherical (shape
factor equal to 1) nor extremely irregular. We calculate the per-
particle chemical diversity Di from the seven species (Supple-
mentary Table 2). The bimodal distributions of Di peak at about
1.8 and 2.8 (Fig. 2c), which means that each particle composes of
mainly two or three chemical species. From the size and
composition of individual particles, the hygroscopicity κ is
calculated according to Petters and Kreidenweis.40 Figure 2d
shows that the κ distribution is bimodal for all the three
locations, representing hygroscopic (κ= 0.5–0.6) and hydropho-
bic (κ= 0) particles. The left column of Fig. 3 shows the bulk

Fig. 1 Schematic showing aerosol mixing state impacts on climate and air quality and role of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in the
corresponding research. Aerosol mixing state determines a number of air-quality-relevant and climate-relevant properties. TEM provides
detailed per-particle physicochemical properties, including aerosol mixing state, could contribute to the evaluation and development of air
quality and regional models. The illustration of human respiratory system on the bottom right corner is adapted, without any modification,
from the Fig. 1 in Ching and Kajino14 [https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-27156-z] with the permission to use under Attribution 4.0
International (CC BY 4.0)
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mass fractions of seven species of each particle populations, and
the right column shows the corresponding chemical diversities.
Dα indicates average number of species in each particle and is
equivalent to the particle mass fraction weighted mean of Di

(Fig. 2c) in logarithmic space (Table 2 in39). Bulk population
species diversity Dγ means the number of species in a
population. The Dγ values (Fig. 3b, d, f) are large when there
are various colors and each color occupies similar portion in the
corresponding bar in Fig. 3a, c, e. On the other hand, for
example, the samples principally composed of carbonaceous
and sulfate have Dγ around or <2. Figure 4 presents Dα and Dγ of
each sample, and the mixing state index χ (= (Dα − 1)/(Dγ − 1))
and Supplementary Fig. 1 presents the distribution of χ. Most of
the urban samples have large χ value (more internally mixed),
which is probably due to effective secondary organic aerosol
formation and emissions from various sources.41 Besides, the
range of χ shown by rural samples is (3.2%, 31.9%), which is
narrower than both urban and mountain samples (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1). The urban samples present a wider range of χ, (2.6%,
81.9%), because the aerosol particles originated from several air
mass sources including marine and urban emissions. The
mountain samples span a wider range of χ, (10.4%, 71.6%),
which is likely due to wide sampling period entailing different
modes of interactions among meteorology, emission and
chemistry. The rural samples have similar range of Dγ but
smaller Dα values than their urban counterparts, which implies
that there is more inter-particle diversity in the rural samples.
Further model simulations are needed to understand how the

rural samples were more externally mixed (smaller χ) than the
other two locations.

Impacts of aerosol mixing state on CCN properties and deposition
efficiency in the human respiratory tract
The impacts of aerosol mixing state on CCN properties and
deposition efficiency after inhalation are evaluated using the
approach in Ching et al.27,42 We compare the CCN fraction and
deposition efficiency of each particle population calculated based
on our detailed particle mixing state with those based on simplified
mixing state representation. The mixing state of a particle
population is simplified by assigning each particle identical chemical
composition, while preserving its diameter. The identical chemical
composition assigned is calculated by averaging volume fractions of
the seven species. It should be noted that the bulk volume fractions
of the seven species are preserved in this procedure. The details of
averaging procedure can be found in Ching et al.27 The
hygroscopicity and CCN fraction at environmental supersaturation
SS are calculated subsequently, denoted by κavg, and CCNSS,avg

respectively. CCNSS,avg is then compared to CCNSS,TEM. The difference,
ΔCCN, is defined as (CCNSS,avg − CCNSS,TEM)/CCNSS,TEM. Likewise, we
calculate ΔF= (Fz,avg − Fz,TEM)/Fz,TEM, where Fz,avg is the gross
deposition efficiency calculated using formula (1) by replacing the
deposition efficiency of particle i, ei,z (Di, κi), with ei,z (Di, κavg).
Figure 5 presents the absolute magnitudes of ΔCCN and ΔF, for

the sake of focusing on the general pattern between ΔCCN and χ,
and between ΔF and χ. Figure 5a shows that |ΔCCN| ranges from

Fig. 2 Normalized probability density functions of various aerosol physicochemical properties. Normalized probability density function of
a particle equivalent circular diameter (ECD), b particle shape factor, c per-particle chemical diversity and d particle hygroscopicity. Orange,
purple and green curves represent rural (Tsukuba), urban (Tokyo) and mountain (Senjyo) respectively
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0% to almost 90%, with a decreasing tendency towards large χ
value. |ΔCCN| is attributed only to the simplified mixing state since
the particles sizes are preserved in our procedure. Because the
populations with large χ have more homogeneous composition,
the simplification of mixing state by averaging composition
modifies hygroscopicity less significantly for those populations

than for populations with smaller χ. The smaller |ΔF| for the larger χ
for adult male doing light exercise (Fig. 5b) is due to the same
reason. The mean and mean plus one standard deviation lines in
Fig. 5 are computed with assorting χ values into eight bins, each
has a width of 10%. Although the solid and dashed lines show a
general decreasing trend towards larger χ, there are rises at χ
between 55 and 65% for |ΔCCN| (Fig. 5a), between 30 and 40%
and between 55 and 65% for |ΔF| (Fig. 5b). This is due to the
modulation of |ΔCCN| and |ΔF| by the underlying particle size
distributions, apart from their dependence on χ. Both |ΔCCN| and
|ΔF| for externally mixed populations (small χ) span a wider range
than their counterparts at large χ. This is consistent with the
findings in previous particle-resolved modeling study.42 In short,
|ΔCCN| and |ΔF| could potentially be large for populations of small
χ. In this study, most populations have χ between 40 and 60%
(Supplementary Fig. 1), implying that |ΔCCN| and |ΔF| could be as
large as 60% and greater than 10% respectively depending on
other various factors, such as environmental humidity, particle size
distribution and location of deposition.
In Fig. 5a, |ΔCCN| is generally smaller for the higher super-

saturations. This is consistent with the reducing impact of mixing
state on cloud droplet formation under high environmental
supersaturations suggested by Wang et al.,43 and Ching et al.42

Since alveolar interstitium (AI) and tracheobronchial airway (TB)
are saturated with water vapor, mixing-state-dependent hygro-
scopic growth of particles occurs, |ΔF| in AI and TB is sensitive to
mixing state, which is consistent with Ching and Kajino.14

Although the humidity of extrathoracic airway (ET) is in
equilibrium with the surrounding environment, which is set at
50% in current study, the mixing state impact on |ΔF| is also
noticeable. Since deposition efficiency in the human respiratory

Fig. 3 Mass fractions of seven chemical species and chemical diversity of each sample. Chemical mass fractions in the sample collected in
a rural (Tsukuba), c urban (Tokyo) and emountain (Senjyo) are shown on the left column. The right column shows the corresponding values of
average particle species diversity, Dα (solid line with circles) and bulk population species diversity, Dγ (dashed line) in (b) rural, (d) urban and (f)
mountain areas respectively

Fig. 4 Scatterplot of average particle species diversity, Dα and bulk
population species diversity, Dγ. The solid lines indicate the constant
mixing state index χ values. Orange, purple and green filled circles
represent rural (Tsukuba), urban (Tokyo) and mountain (Senjyo)
respectively
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tract depends on age, and activity level, we investigate the
variation of |ΔF| with χ for other age and activity level
combinations (Supplementary Fig. 2). Patterns in Supplementary
Fig. 2 are similar to Fig. 5b, and we conclude that the mixing state
impact on deposition efficiency is robust regardless of age and
activity level. In addition, we test the robustness of |ΔCCN| and |ΔF|
to the hygroscopicity (κ) values of sulfate by conducting two
sensitivity calculations. One calculation assumes κ of sulfate of 0.5
and the other assumes 0.7, in order to take ammonium nitrate into
account (See Supplementary Note 1). The results show that |ΔCCN|
and |ΔF| do not differ significantly from those calculated assuming
κ of sulfate of 0.6 (see Supplementary Figs 2–7).

DISCUSSION
By quantifying the aerosol mixing state in term of χ, this study
connects TEM single particle analysis of the ambient samples
collected from urban, mountain, and rural sites to the study of
aerosol impacts on climate and human health. We calculate the
critical supersaturations and deposition efficiencies from the per-
particle compositions measured using the TEM analysis. Our
results show that urban, mountain, and rural samples encompass
a wide range of mixing state and suggest that mixing state
simplification could potentially lead to significant error in the
calculations of CCN concentrations (maximum error of 90%) and
deposition efficiency of inhaled particles (maximum error of 35%).
Our results highlight the importance of considering aerosol mixing
state in calculating both climate-relevant CCN concentrations, and
air-quality-relevant deposition efficiency in human airway.
In the light of the limitations of the current study (see

Supplementary Note 1) and continuing the measurement-to-
modeling approach (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 8) to evaluate
the mixing state impacts on climate and air quality, from the
measurement aspect, we would like to suggest, (i) to carry out
more single particle measurements (not limited to TEM), together
with size resolved measurements of aerosol and bulk concentra-
tion measurement of gaseous pollutants and aerosol in various
types of environment. Although large amount of individual
particles (about 32,000) from urban, rural and mountain environ-
ments are currently analyzed by TEM, more measurements are

indispensable to obtain a global picture of aerosol mixing state
and asses its deviation from simplified model representations in
many climate and air quality models; (ii) to conduct laboratory
experiments to determine whether morphology and electric
charges of individual particles affect the particle deposition
efficiency and their interactions with human tissues. TEM analysis
could aid such quantification; and (iii) to conduct interdisciplinary
studies between atmospheric scientists and toxicologists to
investigate the toxicities of common aerosol particles found in
various types of environment and establish a mechanistic under-
standing of how those particles interact with human cells. By
considering aerosol mixing state, atmospheric scientists and
epidemiologists can construct a more comprehensive exposure-
response function, which describes statistically the human
physiological response towards air pollution exposure.
From the modeling aspect, we would like to suggest (i) to further

develop existing regional climate and air quality models to
represent aerosol physicochemical properties realistically, which
is consistent with single particle analyses, since TEM analysis
demonstrates that aerosol mixing state treatments in many climate
and air quality models are oversimplified; (ii) to simultaneously
devote effort to construct computationally efficient aerosol
schemes due to limited computational resources. As models are
implementing more atmospheric processes, and running in higher
and higher spatial resolutions, atmospherically relevant yet
computationally efficient aerosol model representations are
imperative especially it is a common practice to perform ensemble
simulations;44 and (iii) to evaluate such updated models with single
particle measurements collected in a wide range of environments.
Detailed single particle analysis contributes to aerosol model

development and evaluation to explore the underlying interplay
between emission, meteorology and chemistry governing the
physicochemical properties evolutions, the highly uncertain
aerosol-cloud-climate interaction and the associated impacts on
climate5,11,45 and air quality.13,14 This consequently benefits air
quality prediction, and pollution mitigation policy devising and
aligns with one of the emphases in the theme of sustainable
development.46,47

Fig. 5 Error in cloud condensation nuclei, CCN, and particle deposition efficiency, F in the human respiratory tract. In a, green, red, blue and
black filled circles represent environmental supersaturation, S ranges of 0.05–0.15, 0.2–0.3 0.35–0.5 and 0.55–1% respectively. In b, red, blue
and gray filled circles indicate alveolar interstitium (AI), extrathoracic airway (ET) and tracheobronchial airway (TB) of the respiratory tract
where the particles deposit respectively. Solid and dashed line indicate the mean and mean plus one standard deviation
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METHODS
TEM database of meteorological research institute
Meteorological Research Institute of Japan Meteorological Agency estab-
lishes a publicly accessible database of single particles analyzed by TEM,
which currently stores physicochemical properties and images of
approximately 50,000 individual particles collected in various locations in
Japan. Here, we choose the particles of diameter smaller than one
micrometer collected from urban, mountain, and rural sites, where locate
in Tokyo, Kiso-Komagatake (thereafter Senjyo), and Tsukuba, respectively.
Tokyo is one of the largest megacities in the world and is representative of
urban environment. The TEM samples from Tokyo used in the current
study was analyzed to characterize black carbon mixing states and iron-
oxide particles.41 Senjyo is a mountain site (2611m above sea level) and
has almost no local emission sources near the site (within 8 km). The site is
covered by free tropospheric air for much of the time especially during
night. The samples have been studied to understand the regional
transportation of black carbon particles.48 Tsukuba is a rural city, which
locates ~60 km northeast from Tokyo. The samples were collected at
Meteorological Research Institute throughout all seasons. Information
about the data analyzed here is given in Supplementary Table 3 and
Supplementary Fig. 9.

TEM analysis method
This study measures compositions and shape parameters of individual
particles obtained using a transmission electron microscope (JEM-1400,
JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) and an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS; X-
Max 80, Oxford Instruments, Tokyo, Japan) with scanning-TEM mode
(STEM). STEM-EDS data were processed by a software INCA Feature (Oxford
Instruments, Tokyo, Japan). Using TEM, we can observe individual particles
with hundreds nanometer or less as well as their compositions and mixing
states. When observed aerosol particles using TEM, many particles contain
several components as coatings, host materials, or inclusions (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 10). For example, many sulfate particles have organic coatings and
embed nano-metal particles.49,50 In this study, we evaluate the fractions of
materials within individual particles based on the STEM-EDS analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 11). This evaluation is challenging because the
particles are collected on substrates and contain much light elements (e.g.,
C and O), which are difficult to quantify using EDS system. In this study, we
used assumptions that C signal from carbon substrate correlates to the
exposed beam area and all S forms sulfate (SO4

2−). With the recognition of
these assumptions and uncertainties, we explore the effects of particle
mixing states on CCN properties and deposition efficiency in the
respiratory tract. After the data treatments, we quantify the fractions of
materials consisting of individual particles into carbonaceous, sulfate, dust,
Fe, sea salt, and metal (excluding Fe) followed by the criteria shown in
Supplementary Fig. 12. More detailed assumptions and protocol to
proceed the particle quantification are discussed in Supplementary Note
2, and Supplementary Figs 10–12.

Chemical diversity and mixing state index
In most model simulations, aerosol mixing states are simply classified using
qualitative terms “internally-mixed” and “externally-mixed”, which indicate
that particles consistent with two or more components or single
component, respectively. However, this classification is too simplified in
many samples as TEM analyses with elemental image show that most
particles have complicated mixing states of various components (Supple-
mentary Fig. 10). Therefore, for more quantitative understanding of the
mixing state variations, we apply the chemical diversity and mixing state
index proposed by Riemer and West39 to quantify the mixing state of the
aerosol populations. The metrics describe ambient particle mixing states
more reasonably and quantitatively and have been applied to quantify the
impact of mixing state on various quantities relevant to climate and air
quality.14,29,42 Besides, the index has also been applied in a number of
ambient single particle measurement studies32,34–37 to quantitatively
evaluate the mixing state. Detailed mathematical background and physical
meaning of the mixing state index are described in Riemer and West.39

Briefly, the mixing state index, χ, is devised based on the concept of
information entropy concerning the distribution of chemical composition
across the aerosol population. Mixing state index χ of 0 and 100% indicate
completely externally- and completely internally-mixed aerosol population,
respectively. However, most ambient particle populations have χ
intermediate between 0 and 100%. χ contains information about the
average particle level diversity, Dα and population level bulk chemical

diversity, Dγ. From the mass fractions of the chemical species classified
(Supplementary Fig. 11), we calculate the per-particle diversity, Di.

39

CCN concentration and gross deposition efficiency
We calculate the hygroscopicity (κ) of each particle, denoted by κi, from the
volume fractions weighted mean of hygroscopicity of individual species.
The volume fractions are calculated from the mass fractions measured by
TEM, assuming respective density values. The κ and density values of each
species prescribed in the calculation can be found in Supplementary Table
2. The density of metal (Supplementary Table 2) is calculated according to
the mass fractions and densities of Ti, Mn, Ni, Zn, and Pb, which are
classified into metal species (Supplementary Fig. 12). From the hygro-
scopicity of individual particles, we calculate the critical supersaturation
according to κ-Köhler theory.40 Then we determine the ratio of the number
of particles activated at supersaturation y to the total number of particle
for each sampled population, denoted by CCNSS,TEM. Besides, we evaluate
the gross deposition efficiency, denoted by Fz,TEM, where z is one of the
three locations, AI, ET and TB in the human respiratory tract, according to

Fz;TEM ¼
PN

i¼1 ei;z Di ; κið Þ ´Ai ´ fM;i
PN

i¼1 Ai ´ fM;i

; (1)

where Ai is the cross section area and fM,i represents the sum of mass
fractions of Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn and Pb of particle i. ei,Z is the deposition
efficiency of particle i at location z. Since the human respiratory tract is
saturated (AI and TB) with water vapor, inhaled particles experience
hygroscopic growth determined by both particles size Di and hygroscopicity
κi. The hygroscopic growth and the deposition efficiency ei,Z are calculated by
the deposition model.14,51 We set the relative humidity of AI and TB as 99% in
the current deposition calculation. The humidity of ET is in equilibrium with
the surrounding environment, which is set as 50% in this study.
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